Dungeon Builder: The Demon King's Labyrinth is a Modern City! (Manga) Vol. 1
by Rui Tsukiyo, illustrated by Yoshikawa Hideaki

CAN HUMANS AND MONSTERS LIVE TOGETHER IN PEACE?

In a world where demon lords build dungeons and devour human emotions, one rookie demon lord, Procel, has a new idea. Procel seeks to build a revolutionary new dungeon where humans and monsters can coexist. But first, Procel must defeat the Wind Demon Lord. Based on the light novel series in Japan, this sexy fantasy tale has built something truly special!

Author Bio

Rui Tsukiyo is a Japanese author best known for a number of fantasy light novels, including Dungeon Builder.

Yoshikawa Hideaki is best known as the author and artist of The Other Side of Secret and the artist of the manga Dungeon Builder.

Notes

Promotion
Magic User: Reborn in Another World as a Max Level Wizard (Light Novel) Vol. 1
by Mikawa Souhei, illustrated by Ryota-H

A fan of classic tabletop RPGs is transported to a world that operates like one - to live and fight as his maxed-out wizard PC!
A man in his forties, who was once a tabletop RPG fanatic, has settled into the ordinary job (and life) of a salaryman. All of that changes when he’s tossed into a parallel world by a mysterious entity and finds himself in the form of Gio Margils - his max-level wizard character from the classic tabletop RPG Dungeons & Brave! Roll the dice with this new isekai light novel series for gaming fans, both new and old.

Author Bio

Mikawa Souhei is a Japanese author best known for Magic-User: Reborn in Another World as a Max-Level Wizard.


Notes
My Room is a Dungeon Rest Stop (Manga) Vol. 1
by Tougoku Hudou, illustrated by Takoya Kiyoshi

A ROOM WITH A VIEW... TO A DUNGEON IN ANOTHER WORLD!

Suzuki Touru has just scored an amazingly cheap apartment—but the reason it’s so cheap is the front door opens up to a classic fantasy dungeon! Luckily, Touru has always wanted to explore a dungeon. But when he stumbles across Ria, a beautiful blonde knight, he may well have gotten more adventure than he bargained for!

Author Bio

Tougoku Hudou is a Japanese author best known for My Room is a Dungeon Rest Stop.
Takoya Kiyoshi is a Japanese artist best known for the manga series My Room is a Dungeon Rest Stop.
A paranormal tale from Japan for the global collaborative fiction project! A young man is encountering a strange phenomenon—the same photo of a girl appears inside any book he opens. One book in the library causes him to be whisked away by the SCP Foundation, a secret organization dedicated to containing anomalous entities and phenomena. There, he learns that the girl's name is Iris—and that he's going to have to work alongside her to get them both out! The first light novel adaptation of an SCP tale, this paranormal story is sure to please both new readers and longtime fans of the online collaborative project, which has already inspired spin-off works in multiple formats and languages.

Content relating to the SCP Foundation, including the SCP Foundation logo, is licensed under Creative Commons Sharealike 3.0 and all concepts originate from http://www.scp-wiki.net and its authors. SCP Foundation: Iris Through the Looking-Glass, being derived from this content, is also released under Creative Commons Sharealike 3.0. Full list of credits forthcoming.

Author Bio

Akira is a Japanese author best known for works such as Kyouran Kazoku Nikki, the VOCALOID novel ECHO, and SCP Foundation: Iris Through the Looking-Glass.

Sidu is a Japanese artist best known for projects such as Kagerou Daze and SCP Foundation: Iris Through the Looking-Glass.
My Androgynous Boyfriend Vol. 1
by Tamekou

His makeup is flawless! The daily ins-and-outs of an office lady and her beautiful boyfriend.

Wako and her androgynous boyfriend don't exactly have the most traditional of relationships. She spends her days working hard in the world of publishing, while he spends his time obsessing over fashion and makeup - all with the goal of making himself beautiful just for her. This romantic slice-of-life story is about love, relationships, and breaking with tradition!

Author Bio

Tamekou is a Japanese creator best known for My Androgynous Boyfriend.
Bloom Into You (Light Novel) Vol. 1
by Nakatani Nio

A light novel spin-off for the hit manga and anime series Bloom Into You!

It’s taken years for Saeki Sayaka to understand certain things about herself. . . including her sexuality. In this moving story that starts in her childhood, follow her through the ups and downs of falling in love with a girl.

Author Bio

Nakatani Nio is a Japanese manga creator best known for Bloom Into You

Seven Seas
On Sale: Feb 11/20
5 x 7.12 • 228 pages
9781642757545 • $16.99 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga / Gay & Lesbian • Ages 13 years and up
Series: Bloom into You

Notes

Promotion
The Conditions of Paradise
by Akiko Morishima

Two women in their twenties fall in love and learn to navigate work, a relationship, and adulthood. Sarina is a sensible, level-headed office worker who likes to plan everything down to the smallest detail. But one thing she didn't plan was falling for her best friend, flighty freelance writer Sumi! Can the two women make a relationship work despite their very different lifestyles?

Author Bio

Akiko Morishima is a superstar yuri manga artist who has penned a long list of titles over the last twenty years. Some of her best-known series are Yuri Bear Storm and Hanjuku Joshi.

Seven Seas
On Sale: Feb 11/20
5.88 x 8.25 • 180 pages
9781645051756 • $16.99 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga / Gay & Lesbian • Ages 16 years and up

Notes

Promotion
My Status as an Assassin Obviously Exceeds the Hero's (Manga) Vol. 1
by Matsuri Akai, illustrated by Hiroyuki Aigamo

Transported to a fantasy world for a roguish new take on the *isekai* genre!
High schooler Oda Akira is good at flying under the radar. When his entire class is summoned to a fantasy world by a royal family, they're asked to become heroes and bring down the demon king. . . but Akira is suspicious. Using his stealth abilities, he sneaks into the royal library to find out the truth about this heroic mission.” Will he tell his classmates what's really going on, or is it up to Akira - and his remarkable thief-like skills - to solve this problem on his own?

Author Bio

**Matsuri Akai** is a Japanese author best known for the light novel and manga series *My Status as an Assassin Obviously Exceeds the Hero's.*

**Hiroyuki Aigamo** is a Japanese artist best known for the manga adaptations of *Accel World* and *My Status as an Assassin Obviously Exceeds the Hero's.*
GIGANT Vol. 1
by Hiroya Oku

The newest manga from the blockbuster creator behind Gantz and Inuyashiki! Don’t miss this intense science fiction tale of epic proportions.

Rei Yokoyamada, a high schooler whose father works for a film production company, is inspired to create his own short film with his friends. One day, while out to find actors, he spots tabloid-like notices that the adult film star Papico lives in his area. When he takes them down to protect her, he runs into the woman herself. Little does he know that Papico is about to get dragged into a strange, supernatural happening... where she grows to the size of a giant!

Author Bio

Hiroya Oku is the blockbuster Japanese manga creator behind Gantz and Inuyashiki, both of which have been adapted into anime series. GIGANT is his newest work.

Seven Seas
On Sale: Mar 10/20
5 x 7.12 • 180 pages
9781645052944 • $16.99 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga / Science Fiction •
Ages 16 years and up
Series: GIGANT

Notes

Promotion
Cosmo Familia Vol. 1
by Hanokage

It's a battle against adorable alien invaders in this all-new Magical Girl series by the manga artist of *Puella Magi Madoka Magica*! It's been six years since Amakawa Alice's family disappeared, and the cute but destructive creatures called Cosmofs invaded her world. Alice has been holding down the fort, fighting wild Cosmofs and protecting the few humans who have survived, in the hopes that her family will someday return. She refuses to give up on them... even when everyone believes her mother, Laika, caused the Cosmof invasion.

Author Bio

Hanokage is a Japanese manga creator best known as the artist for the *Puella Magi Madoka Magica* manga in addition to *Cosmo Familia*.

Notes

Promotion
In this heartwarming and critically acclaimed manga, an elderly woman and a high school girl develop a beautiful friendship through their shared passion for Boys' Love. Ichinoi, a 75-year-old woman living a peaceful life, unwittingly buys a Boy's Love manga one day... and is fascinated by what she finds inside. When she returns to the bookstore to buy the next volume, the high school girl working there - Urara, a seasoned BL fan - notices a budding fangirl when she sees one. When Urara offers to help Ichinoi explore this whole new world of fiction, the two dive into BL fandom together, and form an unlikely friendship along the way.

Author Bio

Kaori Tsurutani is an up-and-coming manga creator best known for Don't Like This and Metamorphose no Engawa.
Fairy tales, drugs, and supernatural adventure collide in this sexy yuri manga series!

After ingesting an illegal drug that makes her hunger for blood, Fine Hera makes a pact with a beautiful but wolfish Red Riding Hood. Iris Redhood offers herself up to help Fine slake her bloodlust, but her . . . services come with a price. Now, the two are narcotics officers on the hunt for the very drug that changed Fine!

Author Bio

Yuino Chiri is an up-and-coming Japanese manga creator best known for a story in the Citrus anthology and the manga series Scarlet.
At Night, I Become a Monster (Novel)
by Yoru Sumino

A haunting new novel by the creator of I Want to Eat Your Pancreas. By day, Adachi is a normal student. By night, he’s a terrifying creature of many eyes and many legs who lurks in the darkness. One night, while haunting his own school, he comes across his classmate Yano Satsuki - she’s been an unexpected victim of bullying, and stalking the night in her own way. He’s surprised to find himself developing a sympathetic relationship with her. In this supernatural novel about nighttime outcasts, two students confront the monstrous ways that humans can treat each other.

Author Bio

Yoru Sumino is a Japanese writer best known for I Want to Eat Your Pancreas, the novel that became a manga and two films.
The Ancient Magus’ Bride Vol. 12
by Kore Yamazaki

The New York Times bestselling series about a gifted young girl and the demonic sorcerer who takes her in - now with an anime adaptation!
Hatori Chise has lived a life full of neglect and abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Far from the warmth of family, she has had her share of troubles and pitfalls. Just when all hope seems lost, a fated encounter awaits her. When a man with the head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains her through a slave auction, Chise’s life will never be the same again. The man is a magus,” a sorcerer of great power, who decides to free Chise from the bonds of captivity. The magus then makes a bold statement: Chise will become his apprentice - and his wife!

"Bride has what you might call a humdinger of a premise. . ." - Glenn Kenny, New York Times
". . . the execution is so strong that I’m ready to follow wherever it leads. The Ancient Magus’ Bride is a generous work, full of magic and mystery." - Anime News Network

Author Bio

Kore Yamazaki is best known as the author and artist of The Ancient Magus’ Bride

Notes
Neon Genesis Evangelion: ANIMA (Light Novel) Vol. 2
by Ikuto Yamashita, Khara and Yasuo Kashiwabara

A light novel series exploring an alternate ending to one of the most influential anime series of all time!
What would have happened if the Human Instrumentality Project—from the final two episodes of the original Neon Genesis Evangelion anime—had never reached fruition? This official light novel series explores just that, allowing Shinji Ikari and the pilots around him to age three years and face a different future. This alternate ending began serialization in Japan a decade ago, and remains the only light novel series for the legendary franchise. With the original 1990s anime series having its very first streaming release on Netflix in Spring 2019, these light novels are a perfect expansion for fans new and old.

Author Bio

Ikuto Yamashita is a Japanese mangaka and designer best known for designing the mecha for Neon Genesis Evangelion.

Seven Seas
On Sale: Mar 10/20
5.88 x 8.25 • 280 pages
9781645051947 • $16.99 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga / Science Fiction • Ages 13 years and up
Series: Neon Genesis Evangelion: ANIMA

Notes

Promotion
The Girl From The Other Side: Siuil A Run Vol. 8  
by Nagabe

An ethereal fantasy from the editorial team behind the New York Times bestselling series *The Ancient Magus’ Bride*.

In a land far away, there were two kingdoms: the Outside, where twisted beasts roamed that could curse with a touch, and the Inside, where humans lived in safety and peace. The girl and the beast should never have met, but when they do, a quiet fairytale begins.

This is a story of two people - one human, one inhuman - who linger in the hazy twilight that separates night from day.

... *The Girl from the Other Side* is a masterfully told comic." - J. Caleb Mozzocco, *School Library Journal: Good Comics for Kids*

"One of the most fulfilling aspects of *Siuil* is this conveyance of comics as language, of words and pictures as unified text. ... It’s been a while since I loved a book as unequivocally as I loved *The Girl from the Other Side*, and I’m eager to see where it goes next." - Zainab Akhtar, *Comics & Cola*

"... the dread and mystery that permeate *The Girl from the Other Side* are so remarkable that there seems little point in doubting; it remains poised to continue as one of the most fascinating works of graphic fiction in recent memory." - Austin Price, *Unwinnable*

Author Bio

Nagabe is a manga creator best known for their series *The Girl from the Other Side: Siuil, a Run*.
My Little Pony: The Manga - A Day in the Life of Equestria Vol. 2
by David Lumsdon, illustrated by Shiei

STRANGE THINGS ARE AHOOF

The Great Cake Bake Festival is tomorrow! All of Ponyville is head over hooves with excitement as they prepare. But then... the big day never arrives. Each new day is still always the day before the festival. In fact, it seems like it's been the day before the festival for as long as anypony can remember. What could possibly be the reason? A mysterious artifact from ancient Mesoponytamia? Is Discord up to his old tricks? Hopefully, somepony can solve the mystery and set things right!

Don't miss this all-new manga series set in the world of Hasbro's My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic

Author Bio

David Lumsdon lives in Ottawa and has been an avid comics reader (of all kinds) since a very young age. He has written and collaborated on many of Pixie Trix Comix most iconic series including Ma3, Eerie Cuties, Magick Chicks, Dangerously Chloe, and Sandra on the Rocks.

Shiei is a New York Times bestselling manga artist that has drawn over twenty volumes of manga including Amazing Agent Luna, Aoi House, Vampire Cheerleaders, and Avalon: The Warlock Diaries. She has also provided manga artwork for The Illustrated Fairy Tale Princess Collection and an illustrated edition of Pride & Prejudice. She currently lives in southern California and adores all things My Little Pony. (Fluttershy is her favorite.)

Shiei is the artist for Aoi House. She is the most prolific Original English Language manga artist in the US, having completed 3 volumes of Aoi House and 4 volumes of Amazing Agent Luna so far. Shiei resides in Southern California.
Monster Musume Vol. 16
by OKAYADO

A New York Times bestselling series that kicked off the monster girl phenomena in North America!

What do world governments do when they learn that fantastical beings are not merely fiction, but flesh and blood - not to mention feather, hoof, and fang? Why, they create new regulations, of course! The Interspecies Cultural Exchange Accord ensures that these once-mythical creatures assimilate into human society... or else!

When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu Kimihito becomes an involuntary "volunteer" in the government homestay program for monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A reptilian lamia named Miia is sent to live with him, and it is Kimihito's job to tend to her every need and make sure she integrates into his everyday life. While cold-blooded Miia is so sexy she makes Kimihito's blood boil with desire, the penalties for interspecies breeding are dire.

Even worse, when a buxom centaur named Centorea and a scantily clad harpy named Papi move into Kimihito's house, what's a full-blooded young man with raging hormones to do?!

"Monster Musume is a fun, sexy harem story... . . . if you're in the mood for a raunchy comedy that still has a brain, look no further than this."
- Anime News Network

Author Bio

OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist best known for his New York Times best selling series Monster Musume and 12 Beast. He recently visited North America for the first time as a special guest at Anime Expo 2016.
Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation (Light Novel)
Vol. 4
by Rifujin na Magonote, illustrated by Shirotaka

At long last, the original light novels for the fan-favorite *isekai* hit - which is soon to be an anime!

Kicked out by his family and wandering the streets, an unemployed 34-year-old shut-in thinks he’s hit rock-bottom - just as he’s hit and killed by a speeding truck! Awakening to find himself reborn as an infant in a world of swords and sorcery, but with the memories of his first life intact, Rudeus Greyrat is determined not to repeat his past mistakes. He’s going to make the most of this reincarnation as he sets off on the adventure of a second lifetime!

Author Bio

Rifujin na Magonote is a Japanese writer best known as the author of the light novel and manga series *Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation*.
The hilarious story of a girl who will do anything to win her best bud's heart!

High school tomboy Aizawa Tomo finally manages to tell her childhood friend Jun that she's got a crush on him. Unfortunately, her confession goes right over his head - he didn't even realize she was a girl until middle school, and even now, Jun still thinks of her as a bro! How can Tomo-chan possibly convince Jun otherwise to win his heart?

Author Bio

Fumita Yanagida is a Japanese manga creator best known for the series *Tomo-chan is a Girl!*

Notes

Promotion
Himouto! Umaru-chan Vol. 8
by Sankakuhead

The basis for the hit anime about a lovable brat in a hamster suit, in English at last!
In public, Umaru Doma appears to be the perfect high school student: hard-working, refined, and totally responsible. But the minute she gets home to her older brother Taihei - and dons her famous hamster hoodie - she devolves into the ultimate bratty little sister! She's happy to roll around all day in an otaku cloud of games and junk food while her exhausted older brother takes care of everything in the house. In this hilarious comedy about family, friendship, and the nonsense we put up with (from the people we love), Umaru and Taihei will find a way to make it work!

Author Bio
Sankakuhead is a Japanese manga creator best known for the series Himouto! Umaru-chan.

Notes

Promotion
A charming fictional manga about the friendship between a Japanese woman and her Muslim roommate!

Satoko, who is Japanese, has a new roommate in America: a Saudi Arabian woman named Nada, who practices Islam and wears a hijab. While under the same roof, Satoko and Nada learn how to live together with very different customs and still have all the fun young women crave! Through mutual respect - and the hilarious adventures of their daily life - Satoko and Nada prove that friendship knows no borders.

Author Bio

Yupechika is a Japanese manga artist best known for *Satoko and Nada*. Marie Nishimori (supervisor) is a Japanese-Dutch Muslim journalist, author, and translator.
New Game! Vol. 8
by Shotaro Tokuno

The original manga about making it in the video game industry that inspired the hit anime!

Aoba Suzukaze may look like a middle schooler, but she’s actually a character designer fresh out of high school. Not only is she working for the company that put out one of her favorite games, she also gets to spend her days modeling and creating characters. Follow her adorable shenanigans in this 4-panel slice-of-life as she learns the ropes of the industry and gets to know her co-workers.

Author Bio

Shoutarou Tokunou is a Japanese manga creator best known for the series New Game!

Notes

Promotion
How Heavy Are the Dumbbells You Lift? Vol. 2
by Sandrovich Yabako, illustrated by MAAM

The manga that inspired the new anime: a series about beautiful girls getting buff!
Sakura is a teenage girl who loves to eat, but when she notices her waistline expanding, she decides to check out the local gym. The gym is full of buff dudes... and Akemi, the student council president?! When Akemi tries to convince Sakura to take up weight training, Sakura resists - until she meets pretty-boy trainer Machio. Now, Sakura is willing to do whatever it takes to bulk up!

Author Bio

Sandrovich Yabako is an avid martial artist and an author best known for How Heavy Are the Dumbbells You Lift? and the popular fighting manga Kengan Ashura.
MAAM is a manga artist best known for How Heavy Are the Dumbbells You Lift?
Reincarnated as a Sword (Manga) Vol. 2
by Yuu Tanaka, illustrated by Tomowo Maruyama

A modern otaku is reborn into a fantasy world as a sword - based off the light novels also published by Seven Seas!
Reincarnated as a sentient weapon with memories of his past life, but not his name, a magical sword saves a young beastgirl from a life of slavery. Fran, the cat-eared girl, becomes his wielder, and wants only to grow stronger, while the sword wants to know why he is here. Together, the strange duo’s journey has only just begun! This manga adaptation of the hit light novel series features charming artwork by manga artist Tomowo Maruyama, and is sure to be enjoyed by existing fans of the franchise as well as all-new readers who are ready for a sharp fantasy tale.

Author Bio

Yuu Tanaka is a Japanese author best known for the light novel and manga series Reincarnated as a Sword.
Tomowo Maruyama is a Japanese artist best known for the manga series Reincarnated as a Sword.
Classroom of the Elite (Light Novel) Vol. 4
by Syougou Kinugasa, illustrated by Tomoseshunsaku

The cutthroat school drama light novels that inspired an anime!

Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School are given remarkable freedom - if they can win, barter, or save enough points to work their way up the ranks! Ayanokoji Kiyotaka has landed at the bottom in the scorned Class D, where he meets Horikita Suzune, who's determined to rise up the ladder to Class A. Can they beat the system in a school where cutthroat competition is the name of the game?

Author Bio

Syougo Kinugasa is a Japanese game writer and novelist best known for the light novel series Classroom of the Elite.
Tomoseshunsaku is a Japanese artist best known for the illustrations in the light novel series Classroom of the Elite.

Notes

Promotion
TURNING UP THE HEAT

It’s been three months since Yabe Shinji started up his cooking club in hopes of forming a stronger connection with his students, and Okazaki Miku, the school's exuberant Gal, is still his only club member. But what a club member she is! Now, with summer coming on, Yabe and Miku must deal with an unexpected consequence of all that cooking: weight gain. Can exercise bring teacher and Gal even closer than food?

Author Bio

Marii Taiyou is a Japanese manga artist best known for Gal Gohan.
PENGUINDRUM Vol. 2
by Kunihiko Ikuhara, illustrated by Isuzu Shibata and Lily Hoshino

The supernatural drama based on the anime by acclaimed director Kunihiko Ikuhara (Sailor Moon, Revolutionary Girl Utena, Sarazanmai). When high school girl Himari Takakura escapes the clutches of death thanks to a quirky spirit inhabiting a penguin hat, she gets a new lease on life - but there's a catch. In order for her to stay alive, her twin brothers (with the help of three penguins) must track down a strange object called the PENGUINDRUM and in doing so, delve into the mysteries of their very existence.

Author Bio

Kunihiko Ikuhara is one of the most celebrated Japanese directors in the anime industry, best known for his work on Sailor Moon and Revolutionary Girl Utena.

Shibata Isuzu is a Japanese creator best known for the manga adaptation of PENGUINDRUM.

Hoshino Lily is a prolific Japanese creator best known for Mr. Flower Bride, Love Quest, and Otome Yokai Zakuro, which was adapted into an anime.
Skeleton Knight in Another World (Manga) Vol. 3
by Ennki Hakari, illustrated by Akira Sawano

A KNIGHT’S JUSTICE

The quest to save the elves from slavery continues: Arc and Ariane depart for the capital city, Olav, in search of new leads. There, they meet with Chiyome, a beast-eared ninja who hopes likewise to save her own people from bondage. She approaches the Skeleton Knight with an urgent request—one he can't ignore! It's a team-up between knight and ninja to right the wrongs of a corrupt city, as Arc's path charges headlong into new dangers.

Author Bio

Ennki Hakari is a Japanese author best known for the Skeleton Knight series. Akira Sawano is a Japanese manga artist best known for the Skeleton Knight manga.
Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation (Light Novel)
Vol. 5
by Rifujin na Magonote, illustrated by Shirotaka

At long last, the original light novels for the fan-favorite isekai hit - which is soon to be an anime!

Kicked out by his family and wandering the streets, an unemployed 34-year-old shut-in thinks he's hit rock-bottom - just as he's hit and killed by a speeding truck! Awakening to find himself reborn as an infant in a world of swords and sorcery, but with the memories of his first life intact, Rudeus Greyrat is determined not to repeat his past mistakes. He's going to make the most of this reincarnation as he sets off on the adventure of a second lifetime!

Author Bio

Rifujin na Magonote is a Japanese writer best known as the author of the light novel and manga series Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation

Notes

Promotion
Himouto! Umaru-chan Vol. 9
by Sankakuhead

The basis for the hit anime about a lovable brat in a hamster suit, in English at last!
In public, Umaru Doma appears to be the perfect high school student: hard-working, refined, and totally responsible. But the minute she gets home to her older brother Taihei - and dons her famous hamster hoodie - she devolves into the ultimate bratty little sister! She's happy to roll around all day in an otaku cloud of games and junk food while her exhausted older brother takes care of everything in the house. In this hilarious comedy about family, friendship, and the nonsense we put up with (from the people we love), Umaru and Taihei will find a way to make it work!

Author Bio
Sankakuhead is a Japanese manga creator best known for the series Himouto! Umaru-chan.

Notes
Promotion
My Room is a Dungeon Rest Stop (Manga) Vol. 2
by Tougoku Hudou, illustrated by Takoya Kiyoshi

An underachiever's quest for girls and glory at an apartment between worlds!
There has to be a catch when a deluxe rental property is this cheap - and this one connects to a perilous dungeon in another world! Far from being dissuaded, Tooru jumps at the chance to sign the lease, hoping to go from high school dropout to big-time adventurer. He soon encounters a stranded knight: a gorgeous young woman named Ria. Tooru rescues her and takes her back to Earth, where she promptly mistakes him for a Great Sage, seeing normal things like running water for evidence of his powerful magic. Tooru may dreams of heroism, but first he has to figure out how to share an apartment with a cute girl from another world!

Author Bio
Tougoku Hudou is a Japanese author best known for My Room is a Dungeon Rest Stop.
Takoya Kiyoshi is a Japanese artist best known for the manga series My Room is a Dungeon Rest Stop.

Promotion
Arifureta: From Commonplace to World's Strongest ZERO (Light Novel) Vol. 2
by Ryo Shirakome, illustrated by Takaya-ki

A light novel spin-off series for Arifureta: From Commonplace to World’s Strongest, the hit multimedia franchise that’s soon to be an anime!

Before Hajime was transported to Tortus, the Synergist Oscar Orcus was having his own adventure - but not willingly! Oscar is a simple working man, keeping his head down to earn his money and support an orphanage, until Miledi Reisen bursts into his life. She wants Oscar to join her in a quest to defeat the gods. Oscar refuses to chase after that kind of danger... until that kind of danger finds its way to him.

Author Bio

Ryo Shirakome is a Japanese author best known for Arifureta: From Commonplace to World’s Strongest. Takaya-ki is a Japanese artist best known for their illustrations in Arifureta: From Commonplace to World's Strongest.

Notes
Akashic Records of Bastard Magic Instructor Vol. 8
by Hitsuji Tarou, illustrated by Tsunemi Aosa

Based on a popular light novel of one girl’s story to become the strongest magic user - despite having a lazy instructor!

Sisti is a young magic-user in training who attends prestigious magical academy where she hopes to be trained by the best of the best. However, when her instructor suddenly retires, his replacement is anything but what Sisti had hoped for - lazy, incompetent, and always late! Can Sisti still learn magic and unravel the mystery of Sky Castle with such a terrible teacher to lead her?

Author Bio

Tarou Hitsuji is a Japanese light novel author best known for Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor. Aosa Tsunemi is a Japanese manga artist best known for his manga adaptation of Akashic Records of Bastard Magical Instructor.
Uzaki-chan Wants to Hang Out! Vol. 2
by Take

A slice-of-life comedy about an introverted college student and his buxom, bubbly classmate!
Sakurai Shinichi’s one wish is for a little peace and quiet. But Uzaki Hana - his boisterous, well-endowed underclassman - has other plans. All she wants is to hang out and poke fun at him. With the help of her chipper charm and peppy persistence, this might just be the start of a beautiful relationship!

Author Bio

Take is a Japanese manga artist best known for Uzaki-chan Wants to Hang Out!

Notes
The Brave-Tuber Vol. 2
by Takahito Oosaki, illustrated by Ikuro

A sword-and-sorcery adventure where heroes fight monsters for gold, glory... and online subscribers!
For the most part, Wisdaregidor is your typical fantasy world: monsters wreaking havoc, taverns packed with gung-ho adventurers, and a demon overlord looking to rule it all. But Wisdaregidor has one thing you'll never find in Middle-earth: the Internet! Zane and Kuku are two adventurers trying to build a fanbase. The pair will do whatever it takes to get more subscribers for their streamed videos, even if it means taking on the demon lord himself!

Author Bio

Takahito Oosaki is a Japanese writer best known for the manga The Brave-Tuber.
Ikuro is a Japanese artist best known for the manga The Brave-Tuber.
Sorry for My Familiar Vol. 6
by Tekka Yaguraba

A quirky comedy about a young demoness and her human familiar!

When the demon girl Patty finds she’s too weak to summon an animal familiar, she chooses an old man named Norman to be her companion instead. Norman has a quirky appreciation for life in all its many forms and is quite the unconventional familiar for a demon like Patty. Together, they embark on an adventure driven by their shared weirdness!

Author Bio

Tekka Yaguraba is a Japanese manga creator best known for Sorry for My Familiar.
Takasu Ryuuji has learned the hard way that appearances can be deceiving. For despite his inwardly sweet personality, his unintentionally sharp gaze and aggressive features give him the air of a delinquent thug, putting his chances at making new friends, let alone a girlfriend, next to zero.

It's Ryuuji's first day of his second year of high school and it seems as if things are looking up. He gets to sit in between his only friend, Yuusaku, and more importantly, the girl he's secretly crushing on, Kushieda Minori. But just when he thinks the stars are aligned in his favor, he unwittingly crosses the most feared girl in school, Aisaka Taiga, making her into his arch enemy. To top it off, Taiga has moved in right next door to Ryuuji and happens to be Minori’s best friend! Can this school year possibly get any worse?!

With a heartwarming story and two interesting protagonists, the series is well worth giving your time to. Whether you're new to the series or a Toradora! veteran, this one belongs in your collection. - Anime UK News

"I feel like we've been waiting forever for this series, and luckily it's been worth it: Yuyuko Takemiya's slice-of-life romance is just as charming as its anime adaptation." - Anime News Network

Author Bio

Yuyuko Takemiya is the author of Toradora!, Golden Time, and Evergreen. Yasu is an illustrator best known for the art in the Toradora! light novels.
Our Wonderful Days Vol. 2
by Kei Hamuro

A touching yuri series about two girls falling in love in the Japanese countryside.
On the first day of high school, Koharu is struck speechless at the sight of the beautiful new transfer student, Mafuyu. It turns out that Mafuyu and Koharu have a deep connection, one going all the way back to their childhood. As the two friends reconnect, their feelings start to grow into love. This sweet love story that first gained popularity on Pixiv is now a series!

Author Bio

Kei Hamuro is a Japanese manga artist best known for Our Wonderful Days (Tsurezure Biyori)
The Carp on the Chopping Block Jumps Twice
by Setona Mizushiro

The sequel to The Cornered Mouse Dreams of Cheese, the compelling LGBT+ drama!

Ootomo Kyoichi, a weak-willed salaryman in a troubled marriage, is cheating on his wife. To his surprise, his wife hires a private eye to expose his affair—and the private eye is none other than Imagase, an underclassman Kyoichi knew in college. Imagase explains that he’s gay and always had a crush on Kyoichi, so he offers to hide the infidelity in exchange for the make-out session he’d always fantasized about back in college. Kyoichi reluctantly agrees, thinking it will save his marriage, but things with Imagase soon spiral out of control.

Author Bio

Setona Mizushiro, nominated for an Eisner Award in 2007, is a prolific Japanese creator behind many works already translated into English: X-Day, After School Nightmare, and Black Rose Alice. Her josei series The Cornered Mouse Dreams of Cheese is her first Boys’ Love/BL work to be published in English.
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A HERO REVEALED

Spurred on by the dark secrets of her past, the bubbly Miledi Reisen invited Oscar Orcus to join her quest to upend the order of the entire world. Hoping to protect his beloved family, Oscar refused—but when dark forces answering to the Holy Church threaten the livelihood of his younger siblings, his decision quickly changes. Confronted with the atrocities of the Holy Knights, it’s time for Oscar to reveal his true power! Spellfire and brimstone erupt as zealots battle heretics. The strongest synergist emerges from obscurity!

Author Bio

Ryo Shirakome is a Japanese author best known for Arifureta: From Commonplace to World’s Strongest
Become You Vol. 2
by Ichigo Takano

Also known as Kimi ni Nare, a new high school drama from the Eisner-nominated creator of orange and Dreamin' Sun!
Taiyou is a high-school musician with dreams of stardom, but when his bandmates quit in order to focus on school, it feels like Taiyou's dreams are slipping away. In an act of desperation, Taiyou strong-arms his sullen classmate Hikari into forming a band with him. The two boys are total opposites, but together they might just be able to create something amazing.

Author Bio

Ichigo Takano, a Japanese manga-ka who specializes in shoujo manga, is best known as the creator of New York Times bestseller orange.
How to Train Your Devil Vol. 2
by Tonchi Kataoka

(POTENTIALLY) FATAL ATTRACTION

The (one-year-old) Devil King Grull sets out on the path to rehabilitation by helping a million people, under the reluctant eye of his new mother Zeno. Everything seems to be going well. Grull is racking up good deeds while Zeno keeps her grandmother’s adventurers-for-hire business afloat, when Grull is kidnapped by Ruby, his fanatically adoring - and perverted - demonic nursemaid! Can Zeno rescue Grull before the separation literally kills him?

Author Bio

Tonchi Kataoka is a Japanese manga artist best known for How to Train Your Devil.
Nicola Traveling Around the Demons' World Vol. 2
by Asaya Miyanaga

The Demon World is a big place, but young Nicola and her demonic pal are off to explore it!
In a land populated by demons, Nicola stands out: she's a human girl traveling with her demon friend Simon. The spirited Nicola often gets in over her head, but she's got her own magic powers to help her out when things get tough!
This beautifully drawn manga has a unique art style reminiscent of a European children's book, and features an enchanting atmosphere like well-known tales The Moomins and Hilda

Author Bio

Asaya Miyanaga is a Japanese manga artist best known for Nicola Traveling Around the Demons' World.
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Reincarnated as a Sword (Light Novel) Vol. 4
by Yuu Tanaka, illustrated by Llo

A modern otaku is reborn into a fantasy world as a sword in this hilarious new light novel series!
When a 30-year-old salaryman and games enthusiast is suddenly killed in a car accident, he finds himself reborn into a fantasy world... but in the form of a sword! Now he's in search of a beautiful woman to wield him, and a cat girl named Fran might be the exact adventuring partner he needs.

Author Bio

Yuu Tanaka is a Japanese author best known for Reincarnated as a Sword. Llo is a Japanese artist best known for the illustrations in the light novel series Reincarnated as a Sword.
Reborn as a heroic... skeleton?! A brand-new *isekai* fantasy light novel series!

One day, a gamer played video games until he fell asleep... and when he woke up, he found himself in the game world-as a skeleton! Equipped with the powerful weapons and armor of his avatar but stuck with its frightening skeletal appearance, Arc has to find a place for himself in this new, fantastical land. All his hopes for a quiet life are dashed when he crosses paths with a beautiful elven warrior, setting him on a journey full of conflict and adventure.

**Author Bio**

Ennki Hakari is a Japanese author best known for the *Skeleton Knight* series. KeG is a Japanese artist best known for the illustrations in the *Skeleton Knight* light novel series.
The King of Fighters: A New Beginning Vol. 2
by Kyotaro Azuma

An all-new manga for the King of Fighters video game franchise!
This slick SNK collaboration is a retelling of the recent King of Fighters XIV game for the PS4. Follow your favorite tournament characters in this lavishly illustrated, action-packed manga!

Author Bio

Kyotaro Azuma is a Japanese manga artist best known for The King of Fighters: A New Beginning and Sakura Brigade.
Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation (Manga) Vol. 10
by Rifujin na Magonote, illustrated by Yuka Fujikawa

Based on the fan-favorite light novels and soon to be an anime!
An unemployed otaku has just reached the lowest point in his life. He wants nothing more than the ability to start over, but just as he thinks it may be possible... he gets hit by a truck and dies! Shockingly, he finds himself reborn into an infant's body in a strange new world of swords and magic.
His identity now is Rudeus Greyrat, yet he still retains the memories of his previous life. Reborn into a new family, Rudeus makes use of his past experiences to forge ahead in this fantasy world as a true prodigy - gifted with maturity beyond his years and a natural born talent for magic. With swords instead of chopsticks, and spell books instead of the internet, can Rudeus redeem himself in this wondrous yet dangerous land?

Author Bio

Rifujin na Magonote is a Japanese writer best known as the author of the light novel and manga series Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation. Yuka Fujikawa is a manga artist best known for Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation.
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Toradora! Vol. 9
by Yuyuko Takemiya, illustrated by Zekko

The hilarious romantic comedy New York Times bestselling manga series continues!

Takasu Ryuuji has learned the hard way that appearances can be deceiving. For despite his inwardly sweet personality, his unintentionally sharp gaze and aggressive features give him the air of a delinquent thug, putting his chances at making new friends, let alone a girlfriend, next to zero.

It's Ryuuji's first day of his second year of high school and it seems as if things are looking up. He gets to sit in between his only friend, Yuusaku, and more importantly, the girl he's secretly crushing on, Kushieda Minori. But just when he thinks the stars are aligned in his favor, he unwittingly crosses the most feared girl in school, Aisaka Taiga, making her into his arch enemy. To top it off, Taiga has moved in right next door to Ryuuji and happens to be Minori's best friend! Can this school year possibly get any worse?!

Praise for the Toradora! anime:
A romance of warmth and humor with an uncanny ability to dodge the excesses of the genre while exploiting all the joys it has to offer." - ANIME NEWS NETWORK
"A genuine, nuanced tale about friendship, love and family, pretty much unrivaled by its contemporaries." - ANIME DIET
" Toradora! is a lot like it's subject matter: In turns hilarious, rambling, confused, charming, and foolish, but ultimately a worthwhile and heartwarming experience." - ANIME-PLANET

Author Bio

Yuyuko Takemiya is the author of Toradora!, Golden Time, and Evergreen. Zekkyo is a Japanese manga artist and illustrator whose works include Jyutten! and Druid-San, Welcome
Arifureta: I Love Isekai Vol. 2
by Ryo Shirakome, illustrated by Misaki Mori

A hilarious new manga spin-off for Arifureta: From Commonplace to World's Strongest, the hit light novel and manga franchise that's soon to be an anime!

Hajime and the beautiful women around him pause their epic fantasy adventures for some slice-of-life comedy. Follow the everyday antics of the crew in this new collection of 4-panel comics!

Author Bio

Ryo Shirakome is a Japanese author best known for Arifureta: From Commonplace to World's Strongest
Ghostly Things Vol. 2
by Ushio Shirotori

An all-new, beautifully illustrated manga about a girl delving into the secrets of her supernatural house!

With her father off overseas, Yachiho is left to move into a new house all by herself... and it's a genuine haunted mansion, full of ghosts and spirits! But Yachiho is determined to tough it out. To learn her family's secrets, can she brave all that lurks in the dark of night?

Author Bio

Ushio Shirotori is a Japanese manga artist best known for Ghostly Things.
How NOT to Summon a Demon Lord (Manga) Vol. 7
by Yukiya Murasaki, illustrated by Naoto Fukuda

Fake it ‘til you make it in this fantasy harem series - now with an anime!

An elite but socially-stunted gamer finds himself in another world, inhabiting the body of his character Diablo! But despite his powers, his awkwardness keeps getting in the way - so he decides to pretend to be a Demon Lord and soon finds himself with a pair of slaves: a well-endowed elf and a cat girl. Together, they struggle with everything from interpersonal relationships to diabolical beast battles!

Author Bio

Yukiya Murasaki is a Japanese author best known for the Another World Demonlord and the Slavemagic of Two Summoner Girls light novels. Naoto Fukuda is a Japanese manga artist best known for the manga adaptation of Another World Demonlord and the Slavemagic of Two Summoner Girls.
Didn’t I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?! (Light Novel) Vol. 8
by FUNA, illustrated by Itsuki Akata

Be careful what you wish for in this magical comedy about the pitfalls of rebirth - now with a manga AND anime!

When she turns ten years old, Adele von Ascham is hit with a horrible headache - and memories of her previous life as an eighteen-year-old Japanese girl named Kurihara Misato. That life changed abruptly, however, when Misato died trying to aid a little girl and met god. During that meeting, she made an odd request and asked for average abilities in her next life. But few things - especially wishes - ever go quite as planned.

. . . I found reading this book an absolute hoot, and it was also nice to see a standard "other world" series where the focus is on a girl and her friendships and not possible romantic interests.” - Sean Gaffney, A Case Suitable for Treatment (Manga Bookshelf)

"If you missed this one when it was released as an e-book back in February, it's worth picking up in hard copy - it works well within its subgenre and is also a nice break from the general tendency towards bringing over isekai works with heroes rather than heroines.” - Anime News Network

Author Bio

Funa is a Japanese author best known for the light novel series In the Next Life, Make My Abilities Average! Itsuki Akata is a Japanese manga artist best known for the art in the In the Next Life, Make My Abilities Average! light novel series.
Machimaho: I Messed Up and Made the Wrong Person Into a Magical Girl! Vol. 5
by Souryu

A naughty, delinquent twist on the magical girl genre!

Majiba Kayo is a chain-smoking, class-skipping, hell-raising juvenile delinquent and pretty much the last person on Earth you’d expect to be a magical girl. But after a run-in with magical creature Myu, everything changes. Now, when Kayo transforms, neither evildoer nor innocent bystander are safe!

Author Bio

Souryu is a Japanese manga creator best known for the series Machimaho: I Messed Up and Made the Wrong Person Into a Magical Girl!
Mushoku Tensei: Roxy Gets Serious Vol. 3
by Rifujin na Magonote, illustrated by Shoko Iwami

A new manga spin-off to the Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation manga, light novels, and anime!

Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation, the sprawling isekai hit about a 34-year-old otaku reborn into a fantasy world, primarily follows the hero Rudeus Grayrat from infancy to adulthood. But this new world is filled with people who share his new life, including Roxy, the woman who trains him in the magical arts. How did Roxy become such a powerful magician on her own? Delve into Roxy's early adventures in this backstory manga, a hot new series still ongoing in Japan!

Author Bio

Rifujin na Magonote is a Japanese writer best known as the author of the light novel and manga series Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation.
Blank Canvas: My So-Called Artist's Journey
(Kakukaku Shikajika) Vol. 4
by Akiko Higashimura

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCES

Akiko has finally achieved her dream of becoming a manga artist! She's almost ready to fully immerse herself in the wonderful world of shoujo when Hidaka-sensei approaches her. Just what does he want?

Praise for Princess Jellyfish
One of the best anime and manga for beginners. Enthusiasm - geeky and otherwise - is power in Princess Jellyfish. Enthusiasm saves the day and paves the road to the future." - Kotaku
"Princess Jellyfish's ambition is simple: to tell a delightful story in a delightful way. . . It's a pretty deadly one-two punch." - Anime News Network
"Loaded with heart, soul, humor and insight." - About.com

Author Bio

Akiko Higashimura is the award-winning mangaka of Princess Jellyfish, Tokyo Tarareba Girls, and Blank Canvas: My So-Called Artist's Journey (known as Kakukaku Shikajika in Japanese), all of which are available in English.
Made in Abyss Vol. 8
by Akihito Tsukushi

Explore endless possibilities in this fantasy series - now with an anime adaptation!

In an age when the corners of the world have been scoured for their secrets, only one place remains unexplored - a massive cave system known as the Abyss. Those who traverse its endless pits and labyrinth-like tunnels are known as Cave Raiders. A young orphan named Rico dreams of following in her mother's footsteps as a Cave Raider. When she meets a strange robot when exploring the Abyss, she's one step closer to achieving her goal!

... the start of a fascinating story that should deliver plenty of emotion. Whether you're already a fan of the anime version or not, Made in Abyss' manga is a journey worth undertaking." - Rebecca Silverman, Anime News Network

Author Bio

Akihito Tukushi is a Japanese manga artist best known for Made in Abyss
How to Build a Dungeon: Book of the Demon King Vol. 6
by Yakan Warau, illustrated by Toshimasa Komiya

A manga series about dungeons, succubi, and black magic for fans of *Is It Wrong to Try to Pick Up Girls in a Dungeon?*

At the end of his life, after decades of painstaking research, Aur has finally achieved his dream of ascending to the role of Demon King. Using his newfound abilities, he summons an alluring succubus known as Lilu to serve him and immediately begins the task of creating a dungeon - an underground kingdom in his own vision filled with all manner of fantastical creatures. As he weaves the intricate and dangerous world of his dungeon, he’ll learn what it takes to become a true Demon King and all the troubles, trials, and titillation that come with it. His enemies will cower in fear!

Author Bio

**Yakan Warau** is an author best known for the light novel series, *How to Build a Dungeon: Book of the Demon King*. **Toshimasa Komiya** is a manga artist best known for *How to Build a Dungeon: Book of the Demon King*.
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My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes Lead to Doom! (Manga) Vol. 3
by Satoru Yamaguchi, illustrated by Nami Hidaka

When a woman is reborn into an otome video game as the villainess, how can she play to win? Based on the hit light novels and soon to be an anime!

At the age of eight, Katarina, a girl of noble birth in another world, has an accident that unlocks her memories of playing an otome game that's exactly like the life she's living now. There's one problem: she realizes that she's playing the role of the villainess, and only bad endings await her! What will it take for her to break the game and live a happy life?

Author Bio

Satoru Yamaguchi is a Japanese author best known for My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes Lead to Doom!
Nami Hidaka is a Japanese artist best known for My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes Lead to Doom!
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It's hard to get a happy ending when you're stuck in a game - as the antagonist!

Iris, an otome game addict with no time for romance, gets hit by a truck after getting out of work one day - but instead of dying, she finds herself in the world of a game she'd played just hours earlier. However, she's not reborn as the game's protagonist, the main heartthrob of the harem. Instead, she starts her new life as the antagonist, right at the moment she's being sent to live in a nunnery - for the rest of her life!

Author Bio

How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom (Light Novel)
Vol. 6
by Dojyomaru, illustrated by Fuyuyuki

A STORM APPROACHES

An invitation from the godbeast, Mother Dragon, takes Souma to the Star Dragon Mountain Range to attend the Contract Ceremony, where contracts between knights and dragons are formed. There, he meets and befriends flightless dragon Naden, who has always been taunted for her inability to fly. But Souma's attempts to make her realize her own value are rudely interrupted when the Mother Dragon prophesies impending disaster - an unforeseen calamity is about to strike the Star Dragon Mountain Range, and Souma's caught right in it!

Author Bio

Dojyomaru is a Japanese author best known for How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom.
Fuyuyuki is a Japanese artist best known for the illustrations in How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom.
If It's for My Daughter, I'd Even Defeat a Demon Lord (Manga) Vol. 5
by Chirolu, illustrated by Hota

The manga adaptation of the hit light novel series, soon to be an anime! While on a job, Dale—a young but accomplished adventurer—comes across a little demon girl all alone in the forest. Dale can't bear to leave her there to die, so instead, he takes her home! Demon or not, Latina is beyond adorable, and it is not long before he finds himself head over heels with being her guardian. Can Dale handle the trials and tribulations of childcare and being an adventurer?

Author Bio

Chirolu is a Japanese author best known for the light novel and manga series If It's for My Daughter, I'd Even Defeat a Demon Lord. Hota is a Japanese manga artist best known for the artwork in the If It's for My Daughter, I'd Even Defeat a Demon Lord manga adaptation.
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The Ideal Sponger Life Vol. 5
by Tsunehiko Watanabe, illustrated by Neko Hinotsuki

Summoned to another world to bed a sexy queen?!

Zenjiro has lived his life as a run-of-the-mill office drone, but an unexpected flash of magic brings him before a beautiful queen who wants him to marry her! What's more, if he accepts, he'll never have to work another day in his life. All he'd have to do is lounge around living the good life, freeloading off a drop-dead gorgeous monarch. Sound too good to be true? There's a catch: If he accepts, he has to kiss the Earth, his family, and the internet goodbye! Is it worth trading in everything he knows for something different... or is his bride-to-be hiding secrets about the truth of life at court?

Author Bio

Tsunehiko Watanabe is a Japanese author best known for The Ideal Sponger Life.
Neko Hinotsuki is a Japanese manga artist best known for the manga adaptation of The Ideal Sponger Life.
Arifureta: From Commonplace to World's Strongest (Manga) Vol. 5
by Ryo Shirakome, illustrated by RoGa

The manga adaptation of the fan-favorite light novel series - with an anime coming in 2019!

When a classroom of students is transported to another world to act as its saviors, Hajime Nagumo finds himself the weakest link. As his friends and classmates are granted strong classes and impressive abilities due to their existing skills, he is given the weak title of Synergist. When a dungeon quest leaves him separated from his group, Hajime must discover his own talents or be left to rot in this world forever.

Author Bio

Ryo Shirakome is a Japanese author best known for Arifureta: From Commonplace to World's Strongest. RoGa is a Japanese manga artist best known for the manga adaptation of Arifureta: From Commonplace to World's Strongest.
Magical Girl Site Vol. 11
by Kentaro Sato

The new series by Magical Girl Apocalypse creator Kentaro Sato, now with an anime!

Asagiri Aya is a young girl who has fallen victim to bullies at her school. Looking for a way to escape her troubles, she looks to the internet for distraction, when a mysterious website called Magical Girl Site appears. Simply viewing the page is all it takes to hurtle Aya headlong into the deadly world of the Magical Girl Apocalypse. There, it's fight or die, against a seemingly endless array of savagely adorable, frilly-skirted killing machines, each armed with magical powers and an unquenchable thirst for blood and chaos.

Author Bio

Kentaro Sato is best known as the author and artist of Magical Girl Apocalypse and its spin-off series Magical Girl Site.
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The monster nurse will see you now!
Welcome to the nurse’s office! School Nurse Hitomi is more than happy to help you with any health concerns you might have. Whether you’re dealing with growing pains or shrinking spurts, body parts that won’t stay attached, or a pesky invisibility problem, Nurse Hitomi can provide a fresh look at the problem with her giant, all-seeing eye. So come on in! The nurse is ready to see you!

Author Bio

Shake-O is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary
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High-Rise Invasion Vol. 11-12
by Tsuina Miura, illustrated by Takahiro Oba

From the creator of Ajin, a supernatural suspense story set high above the streets!

On the roof of a high-rise building, a young girl named Yuri witnesses a masked figure split a man’s head open with an axe! It’s not exactly an everyday occurrence for a high schooler, but things only get weirder from there. Yuri soon finds herself in a strange world of skyscrapers with only two options for escape - fight past the mysterious masked figures or leap to her death!

Author Bio

Tsuina Miura is a Japanese author best known for his series Ajin and High-Rise Invasion. Takahiro Oba is a Japanese manga artist best known for High-Rise Invasion.
My Monster Secret Vol. 19
by Eiji Masuda

A monster-filled high school rom-com - now a New York Times bestseller and a hit anime series!

High school student Kuromine Asahi is the kind of guy who literally cannot tell a lie. Whether it's trying to maintain a poker face in a simple game of cards or keeping scurrilous gossip to himself, Asahi is a total failure when it comes to the art of deception.

So what happens when he stumbles upon the most shocking secret of his life? When Asahi learns that Shiragami Youko, a beautiful girl of few words, is actually a vampire, can Asahi possibly keep his lips sealed?

*My Monster Secret* is comfort food done right." - Nick Creamer, *Anime News Network*

**Author Bio**

Eiji Masuda is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the creator of *My Monster Secret.*
An all new take on the monster genre!
What happens when an intruder from the sea stakes claim to your bathtub? A cool yet demure teenage boy named Tatsumi must learn to live with the self-obsessed and playful merman Wakasa in a small Tokyo apartment. These two dissimilar young men will learn what it takes to deal with one another in their everyday lives. Of course, impromptu visits by Wakasa’s anthropomorphic ocean friends - an octopus, jelly fish, and hermit crab - do not make things easier. Welcome to Tatsumi’s bathtub. It's getting crowded!

Author Bio

Location: Japan

Itokichi is a Japanese artist best known for Merman in My Tub.
Saint Seiya: Saintia Sho Vol. 9
by Masami Kurumada, illustrated by Chimaki Kuori

The newest iteration of the genre defining Saint Seiya series - now with an anime adaptation!
In the wake of a space-wide civil war, instigated by Saga - the Gemini Gold Saint - a new team of Saints comes together with the goal of protecting their goddess Athena. This first all-women team of armored warriors, powered by the Zodiac, will use all their cunning, strength, and compassion to defend their worlds and oppose their very destinies.

As a comforting reminder or a bid to tap into 1980s nostalgia, it's perfect: the fights are brisk, hot-blooded, flashy affairs full of posturing, and the melodrama is loud and teary, exactly as Kurumada would have drawn it." - Otaku USA Magazine

"Saint Seiya: Saintia Sho has the appearance of a shojo series, but it's got the spark and spirit of a shonen. Drawn beautifully on every page, the characters and the worlds they're surrounded in feel very reminiscent of Chiho Saito's Revolutionary Girl Utena." - Boston Bastard Brigade

"Overall I really enjoyed this opening bravado to Saintia Sho. Shoko is the kind of female lead I like to follow in an action series: she adapts quickly to new situations, she already has some martial arts prowess so she isn't completely helpless when attacked by supernatural forces, and she's not a hot-headed idiot who gets herself into more trouble than she gets herself out of." - The OASG

"Saint Seiya: Saintia Sho Volume 1 is a (...)"
Inspired by Alice in Wonderland, a horror manga about humans shrinking and learning to survive in their suddenly frightening world.

When humans en masse shrink down to a tiny size, a girl named Alice and her pup Poco find themselves struggling to survive. Surrounded by strange yet familiar sights, they work to make a new life. That's easier said than done, however, in a world that's bigger-and more dangerous-than ever.

Author Bio

Yugo Ishikawa is a veteran Japanese manga creator who has been publishing works since the 1980s, best known for the series Wonderland.
Still trying to find a way to return to Alterna, Haruhiro and his party fetch up on the shores of the sea. Falling in with a mysterious pirate girl named Momohina, the group ventures forth to the Emerald Archipelago, rumored abode of dragons from ages past. What they aren't expecting, though, is to find a secret pirate haven - at the exact moment that it's being attacked by dragons!

**Author Bio**

Ao Jyumonji is a Japanese author best known for the *Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash* light novels. Eiri Shirai is a Japanese manga artist best known for the illustrations in *Grimgar of Fantasy and Ash*.
Species Domain Vol. 8
by Noro Shunsuke

For fans of *My Monster Secret* comes a fresh, elvish take on the monster girl genre!

Every so often, a child is born with the features of a legendary being. From long, graceful elvish ears, to burly dwarven muscles, or an oni's horns, you never quite know who, or what, you'll see walking down the street these days. However, none of these individuals are born with the inherent traits their species are known for, and no one is more painfully aware of this than Kazamori. Born with the appearance of an elf, everyone expects her to wield magic, but she just can't do it! Kazamori has managed to hide this fact until now, but when an ordinary human who can use his own science-based version of magic learns the truth about her, what's a young elf girl in high school to do?

Author Bio

Noro Shunsuke is a Japanese manga creator best known for his debut work, *Species Domain*.
12 Beast Vol. 7
by OKAYADO

An upbeat, hilarious fantasy manga about a high school student transported to another world.

Three things you should know about Touga Eita, second-year high school student and heir to the Touga-style ninjutsu dojo: First, he really, really loves video games. Second, when given a choice between heroics and saving his own skin, he will always choose the latter. Third, he's never so much as kissed a girl.

All this changes when a voluptuous girl with wings and taloned feet named Aero appears and calls on Eita to help save her people—the harpies of Re-Verse—from the merciless onslaught of giant robot monsters known as Gigas. Eita will follow his newfound harpy friend into a whole new world, filled with monster girls and fantastical creatures beyond his wildest dreams.

Author Bio

OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist best known for his New York Times best selling series Monster Musume and 12 Beast. He recently visited North America for the first time as a special guest at Anime Expo 2016.
An exciting spin on the world of beach volleyball - the inspiration for the anime!
When high schooler Haruka moves to Okinawa, she finds herself enamored with the beach right outside her front door and resolves to form a volleyball team with her cousin, Kanata. However, because she's so short, Kanata gave up on volleyball ages ago. Can Haruka get her to take up the sport again in time for the junior tournament?

Author Bio

Nyoijizai is a Japanese manga creator best known for the series Harukana Receive.
Precarious Woman Executive Miss Black General Vol. 5
by Jin

The slapstick superhero comedy that inspired hilarious animated shorts!
It's not easy being a supervillain when you're crushing hard on your superhero nemesis. Miss Black General is the evil executive of the secret organization RX and dreams of world domination. Problem is, Brave Man - the hero that gives her warm fuzzies - is set on thwarting all of her dastardly plots. To make matters even more complicated, Miss Black General has a habit of misinterpreting Brave Man's counterattacks - as flirtation. This slapstick comedy puts a romantic twist on the age-old battle of good vs. evil!

Author Bio

Jin is a Japanese manga artist best known for Precarious Woman Executive Miss Black General.

Notes

Promotion
Alice & Zoroku Vol. 7
by Tetsuya Imai

KING VS. QUEEN!

When Sana returns to check on Wonderland, she's surprised to find someone else living there. King is a near exact copy of Sana, except the mysterious boy has even more power and no sense of right or wrong. Can Sana stop him before he escapes Wonderland and is unleashed on the world?

Author Bio

Tetsuya Imai is a Japanese manga creator best known for Alice & Zoroku

Seven Seas
On Sale: Apr 21/20
5 x 7.12 • 180 pages
9781645052333 • $15.99 • pb
Ages 13 years and up
Series: Alice & Zoroku

Notes

Promotion
My Monster Secret Vol. 20
by Eiji Masuda

A monster-filled high school rom-com - now a New York Times bestseller and a hit anime series!

High school student Kuromine Asahi is the kind of guy who literally cannot tell a lie. Whether it's trying to maintain a poker face in a simple game of cards or keeping scurrilous gossip to himself, Asahi is a total failure when it comes to the art of deception.

So what happens when he stumbles upon the most shocking secret of his life? When Asahi learns that Shiragami Youko, a beautiful girl of few words, is actually a vampire, can Asahi possibly keep his lips sealed?

*My Monster Secret is comfort food done right.* - Nick Creamer, Anime News Network

Author Bio

Eiji Masuda is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the creator of *My Monster Secret.*
MEMORIES AND RIVALRIES

Slowly, Kimito’s memories of his past with Kujo-san start to return. Memories of being a fourth grader, of being a member of the Kagurazaka family, and of being Miyuki’s older brother mix in a very confusing way. At the same time, the students at Seikain are super curious about Hanae Eri,” the new sample commoner who also happens to be Kimito’s childhood friend.

Author Bio

Nanatsuki Takafumi is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the author of Shomin Sample: I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner. Risumai is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the artist of Shomin Sample: I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner.
Nameless Asterism Vol. 5
by Kina Kobayashi

THIS PAIN DOES NOT YET HAVE A NAME. . .

Thanks to a confrontation with a girl from another school, Tsukasa, Washio, and Kotooka are fighting! Will their close-knit trio fall apart? Meanwhile, Subaru and Asakura are still fighting, and they can't seem to find the right moment to make up. . . The tangled tale of lonely youths and their two love triangles comes to an end in the climactic finale!

Author Bio

Kina Kobayashi is a Japanese creator best known for Nameless Asterism
Welcome to a world where mysticism and science collide, and supernatural powers are derived from either science or religion. At the heart of this world is Academy City, an advanced metropolis whose population is comprised mostly of students. The majority of students are enrolled in the city's Power Curriculum Program, where they must learn to master their latent psychic powers. Out of several million students, only seven are deemed powerful enough to have Level 5 status.

Meet Mikoto Misaka, the third most powerful Level 5 esper in Academy City. Together with her best friend Kuroko Shirai and the other members of Judgment, a student-run law enforcement agency, Mikoto delves deep into the dark heart of the scientific sprawl she calls home and uncovers secrets she wishes she hadn't!

*A Certain Scientific Railgun* is a must-have manga series for fans of stories that blend science and magic like *Psychic Academy* and *Full Metal Alchemist*. The "Certain" franchise began with the long-running light novel series *A Certain Magical Index*, which was adapted into both a manga and an anime series. Its spin-off, *A Certain Scientific Railgun*, became a breakout hit with a better selling manga and higher rated anime series. In October 2010, a new anime series following the further adventures of both series' protagonists began airing in Japan. A second season of the TV anime *A Certain Scientific Railgun* began airing in Japan in 2013.

**Author Bio**

Kazuma Kamachi is a Japanese writer of light novels and manga. He is best known for *A Certain Magical Index*, *A Certain Scientific Railgun*, and *A Certain Scientific Accelerator*. Motoi Fuyukawa is a Japanese manga artist and illustrator best known for *A Certain Scientific Railgun*.
A Certain Scientific Railgun: Astral Buddy Vol. 3
by Kazuma Kamachi, illustrated by Yasuhiro Nogi

A new spin-off manga for the hit series A Certain Scientific Railgun!

A particular young woman who attends Tokiwadai Middle School has been quietly participating in the events of A Certain Scientific Railgun. Her time in the background is over - this is her story.

Author Bio

Kazuma Kamachi is a Japanese writer of light novels and manga. He is best known for A Certain Magical Index, A Certain Scientific Railgun, and A Certain Scientific Accelerator.
Please Tell Me! Galko-chan Vol. 6
by Kenya Suzuki

The hilarious bestselling manga series published for the time in North America - in full-color!

Galko-chan always speaks her mind, which may not be the wisest decision in all cases, but it's never short of entertaining! Meet the exuberant and unbelievably busty high schooler, Galko, as she traverses the ups and downs of adolescence with spirit and verve, alongside her best friends - the anti-social loner, Otako, and the unpredictably honest, Ojyo.

Author Bio

Kenya Suzuki is best known as the author and artist of Please Tell Me! Galko-chan

Notes
Didn't I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?! (Manga) Vol. 4
by FUNA, illustrated by Nekomint

Be careful what you wish for in this magical comedy about the pitfalls of rebirth - now a light novel, manga, AND anime series!

When she turns ten years old, Adele von Ascham is hit with a horrible headache - and memories of her previous life as an eighteen-year-old Japanese girl named Kurihara Misato. That life changed abruptly, however, when Misato died trying to aid a little girl and met god. During that meeting, she made an odd request and asked for average abilities in her next life. But few things - especially wishes - ever go quite as planned.

Author Bio

Funa is a Japanese author best known for the light novel series In the Next Life, Make My Abilities Average!. Neko Mint is a Japanese manga artist best known for the art in the In the Next Life, Make My Abilities Average! manga adaptation.
Fairy Tale Battle Royale Vol. 4
by Soraho Ina

In this new survival horror series, which fairy tale will be the last one standing?

Kuninaka Aoba is the target of bullies at school and wishes for nothing more than to be on good terms with her classmates. Her wish is granted, but at what cost? Suddenly, she's thrust down a rabbit hole, into a strangely familiar world from children's stories-only this version comes with a dark and gruesome twist. It's kill or be killed, in a fairy tale fight to the finish!

Author Bio

Soraho Ina is a Japanese manga creator best known for the series Fairy Tale Battle Royale.

Seven Seas
On Sale: Mar 17/20
5 x 7.12 • 180 pages
9781642757439 • $15.99 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga / Horror • Ages 13 years and up
Series: Fairy Tale Battle Royale

Notes

Promotion
The Dungeon of Black Company Vol. 4
by Youhei Yasumura

A corporate dungeon fantasy where our hero is a slave to his work - literally!
Kinji, who lacks any kind of work ethic, is a layabout in his modern life. One day, he finds himself transported to another world - but not in a grand fantasy of a hero welcomed with open arms. He's immediately shoved into a terrible job! Now enslaved by the corporate evil of a fantasy mining company, Kinji's about to really learn the meaning of hard work!

Author Bio

Youhei Yasumura is a Japanese manga artist best known for their adaptation of Anti-Magic Academy The 35th Test Platoon

Notes
Citrus+ Vol. 1
by Saburouta

The hit yuri manga and anime series continues with this new spin-off manga!
Follow Yuzu and Mei's relationship past the end of Citrus in this all-new series by creator Saburouta!

Author Bio

Saburouta is a Japanese artist best known as the author and artist of Citrus.

Seven Seas
On Sale: Feb 11/20
5.88 x 8.25 • 180 pages
9781642756883 • $16.99 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga / Romance • Ages 16 years and up
Series: Citrus+
Dance in the Vampire Bund: A.S.O. Vol. 1
A.S.O. Vol. 1
by Nozomu Tamaki

An all-new sequel manga to the bestselling Dance in the Vampire Bund series!

Several years after the release of the final volume of Dance in the Vampire Bund II: Scarlet Order, the hit supernatural tale is back with an all-new series. Age of Scarlet Order, abbreviated as A.S.O., follows the continuing adventures of Mina Tepes, the revolutionary queen of the vampires. Along with her faithful werewolf bodyguard Akira, Mina will not rest until vampires and humans can coexist in peace - even when certain factions of the world want her dead.

Author Bio

Nozomu Tamaki is the stunning and original artist behind Dance in the Vampire Bund, Femme Kabuki, and Don't Meddle With My Daughter.

Notes

Promotion
The King of Fighters: A New Beginning Vol. 1
by Kyotaro Azuma

An all-new manga for the King of Fighters video game franchise!
This slick SNK collaboration is a retelling of the recent King of Fighters XIV game for the PS4. Follow your favorite tournament characters in this lavishly illustrated, action-packed manga!

Author Bio

Kyotaro Azuma is a Japanese manga artist best known for The King of Fighters: A New Beginning and Sakura Brigade.